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A Note on Gronwall’s Inequality

Se Mok Song

ABSTRACT. We obtain one simple generalization of the Gron
wall’s inequality by using the Viswanatham’s theorem.

1. Introduction

The celebrated Gronwall’s inequality and its generalizations have 

been of vital importance in the study of existence, uniqueness, contin

uous dependence, comparison, perturbation, boundedness, and stabil

ity results of ordinary differential equations and integral equations.

Chu and Metcalf [2] obtained one generalization of the Gronwall’s 

inequality by using the resolvent kernel. Akinyele [1] established some 

nonlinear integral inequalities in n-independent variables. Also, Yang 

[5] derived discrete generalizations of the Gronwall’s inequality which 

have wide application in the study of finite difference equations and 

numerical analysis.

In this short note we obtain one simple generalization of the Gron

wall’s inequality by using the Viswanatham’s theorem which is ap

peared in Theorem 1.9.2 of [4].

2. A Simple Generalization

Let Rn be the n-dimensional Euclidean space with the Euclidean 

norm. For a fixed point xq € Rn, we denote = {x E Rn : 

\x ― xq\ < 6}, where & > 0. We consider a nonlinear differential 

system

(N) ⑦' = f(f,x), ⑦ (io) = ⑦o

defined by the continuous function / : [i(),'o + «] x Bb(xo) —> Rn, 

where to,a E R-
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In order to prove the existence of a sequence of approximate so

lutions to a solution of (N) the notion of an equicontinuous set of 

functions is required. A set of functions T = {/} defined on a com

pact subset K C Rn is said to be equicontinuous if for any e > Q 

there exists a 5 = 6(e) > 0 such that |xi — 2시 <6 with x±^X2 € K 

implies |/(：z：i) — /(⑦2)| < € for all / G J7. The fundamental property 

of such sets of functions needed here is given in the following lemma:

LEMMA 1 (Ascoli). Let :F = (/n) be a sequence of functions from 

a compact subset K C Rn into Rn. Assume that

(i) T is equicontinuous,

(ii) :F is uniformly bounded^ i.e., for every fnE：F there is a con

stant M such that |/n(a:)| < M for all x E K.

Then there exists a function / G 주 such that :F is uniformly converges 

to f on K.

The following is the well-known Cauchy-Peano existence theorem. 

For the proof see Theorem 1.1.2 in [4].

THEOREM 2. Suppose that for every (/, x) € [to,<o + a] x

|/(t, a;)| < M for some constant M. Then there exists at least one 

solution x(t) of (N) on an interval J = po北o + 아L where a = 

min{a, 6/M}.

Consider the system (TV) defined by a continuous function f :U — 

R, where {7 is an open subset of R2. A solution /(t) is a maximal 

solution of (7V) on J = [to, <o + «) if for every solution :r(t) on《7, x(t) < 

r(i) for all to < t < + a.

THEOREM 3. Assume that f : [io北o + a] x Bb(xo) —> R is con

tinuous and for every (t,x) 6 ['o北o + «] x |/(t,：r)| < M for 

some constant M. Then the system (N) has a maximal solution on 

[io, to + a), where a = min{a, b/(2M + 6)}.

PROOF: See Theorem 1.3.1 in [쉬.

An important technique in the theory of differential equations is 

the following comparison theorem:

THEOREM 4 [4]. Let f be a real valued continuous function defined 

on an open subset U of R2. Suppose that there exists a maximal 
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I 'o 으'<'o+色
Jt0

solution r(Z) of(N) on [to北()+«)• If <l>: [’o,'o+«) — Ris a continuous 

function satisfying

(i) (t, 0(')) G〔7, 'o 으 ' < 'o + 色
(ii) (/>(h) < 鉛0,

(iii) DW < f(t, <》(i)), tQ<t<tQ + a,

where P0(<) is the Dini derivative [4], then we have

(/>(<) < r(Z), to < t < to + a.

Now, the celebrated Gronwall’s inequality is the following:

THEOREM 5. Let 으 and 的 be continuous functions from [to, 'o + «) 

into the nonnegative real line R十. If

으 M +

where M is a constant^ then

<》(') < M exp 세 V’C5) ds

PROOF: See Theorem 1.9.1 of [4].

The following theorem [4] is the consequence of the comparison 

theorem (Theorem 4).

THEOREM 6 (Viswanatham). Let f : U — R be a continuous 

function defined on an open subset 17 C R2 and suppose that for 

every (/, x) E U\f is monotonic nondecreasing in x for all t. If(/> : 

['o 北o + a) — R is a continuous function with the property

(i) (A </>(t)) G ?7, io 으 허 느 'o 十 ⑷
(ii) 어Goj 五 ⑦o,

(iii) <》(t) < <》(』o) + f：0 /0, <》O)) ds, to <t <tQ + a.

Then

(W < r(f), to <t< h +

where r(t) is the maximal solution of (N).

In view of the above theorems we obtain a generalization of Theo

rem 6.
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THEOREM 7. Let y : [to,io -Hz] X Bb(xo) — R be continuous and 

assume that for each (i, x) G [to,'o + a] x Bb(xo), f is monotonic 

nondecreasing in x for all t. If(/> : [to, to + a] — R is a continuous 

function such that

<》(t) <xo+ f(s, 0( 昌)) ds, to <t <to+a, 
Jt0

then we have

< r(f), t0 玄 ' < <o + a,

where r(t) is the maximal solution of the system (7V).

PROOF: Note that r(t) exists by Theorem 3. We define

</)nM(t) = Xq + (昌)) ds.
Jt0

By Theorem 2 these successive approximation exist on [to3o + 사!], 
where a = min{a, b/M}. Putting 8 = e/M > 0, we have

广2
|<》n(<l) — </W：2)| = / f(@ 0n—1(X)) ds

Jt!

< [ 1/(昌, On —10)1成

Jti

玄 |^2 — '1|心우 6

if |<2 — ii| < <5. This implies that the sequence (<》n(t)) is equicontinu- 

ous. Moreover, (<》n(i)) is uniformly bounded since

|#>n(Z)| 으 |^o| + M\t2 — ti| 으 |^o| + Ma.

Also, it is monotonic nondecreasing since

q!>n_i(0 — q!>n(/) = f [/(<s, <》n(>)) —/0, </>—1(>)] 새 之 0 

Jto

whenever <》n(i) 之 (/>n_i(t). Therefore we have

(/>n(t) — W〉= 冗0 + / /0, 씨0)) ds

Jt0

by Ascoli’s lemma. It is clear that 조(t) is a solution of the system 

(N).

Finally, </>(t) > r(t) since> 砂(t) for all 加 드 ' 玄 ' 玄 i + 사仁
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l /(昌, 7?(3)+ 0(3)) 사. 

Jtn

COROLLARY 8. Under the hypotheses of Theorem 7, if

(/>(t) < + [ f(炎,。(오')) ds,

JtQ

then

</>(t) < 씨(t) + r(i), t > to,

where r(t) is the maximal solution of the system

究' = f(t, t + WS), = 0,

whenever r(t) exists.

PROOF: We define 77(f) =(》(t) — V(t). Then

引』) <

Thus we have 77(f) < r(t) by Theorem 7. It follows that

0(t) < 砂(f) + r(t).

COROLLARY 9. The GronwalFs inequality (Theorem 5) is a special 

case of Theorem 7.

Proof： If we set

/(f, x) = \ f(t)\x^ to = 0 and xq = M,

then the Gronwall’s inequality is obtained.
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